Banana & Spade
Give Your Cables a Performance Boost
Give your speaker cables a performance boost with new premium Pangea Audio Xtreme Banana connectors.
Xtreme Bananas are specially designed so that you can solder them to your speaker wire or secure them with
the included set screws.
For high current flow and low resistance, these one-piece solid connectors from Pangea Audio are machined
from 100% Tellurium Copper then coated with pure 24 Carat Gold. Other connectors may be shinier, but none
are made from higher purity materials.
But great engineering doesn't stop with the materials. These connectors have a special spring-compression
feature that pressure-fits them securely in place with little effort. They won't easily loosen or slide out like
ordinary connectors. Yes, they cost a bit more, but your connection security is worth it!
Why Upgrade Your Speaker Connections?
There are three good reasons to upgrade your speaker connections to Pangea Premium connectors.
1. Better Materials Improve Sound – Pangea's premium metallurgy offers high current flow and low resistance
for best sound.
2. A Secure Connection – Pangea bananas have a spring compression feature that pressure fits them in place
and provides a secure connection.
3. Longevity – Lesser connectors may not provide the longevity of Pangea's 24-carat gold over 100% Tellurium
Copper.
The better and the more secure the connection, the better your system will perform!

Premium banana connectors
Low resistance
High current flow

600.-

Solder or set-screw installation
One-piece solid machined connector
100% Tellurium Copper
24-carat gold plating
Spring-compression pressure-fit grip
Price is for 'each'

Premium spade connectors
Fit 1/4" or 5/16" binding posts
Low resistance
High current flow

600.-

Solder or set-screw installation
One-piece solid machined connector
100% Tellurium Copper
24-carat gold plating
Spring-compression 'locking' grip
Price is for 'each'
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Mega & Pico
Pangea Mega Sorbothane Feet
Upgrade the performance of power amplifiers and other ‘weighty’ AV gear
with Mega Feet from Pangea Audio. You may not be getting the full
performance potential from your components if you’re not isolating them
from room vibrations. Pangea Audio Mega Feet are made specifically for
power amps, receivers, power conditioners, and other heavier components.
Pangea feet help keep the muddying effects of vibration out of your signal
chain, letting you enjoy cleaner, purer audio and video.
Features:
• Isolation feet for power amplifiers, receivers, power conditioners, and other
heavier AV gear
• Made from Sorbothane visco-elastic polymer
• Proprietary shape for maximum effectiveness
• Weight Capacity: 80lbs per set of four Mega Feet
• Dimensions: 2″ wide, 1.5″ high

2,300.-/set
(4 pcs./set)
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Pangea Pico Sorbothane Feet
You may not be getting the full performance potential from your source
components if you’re not isolating them from room vibrations. Pangea Audio
Pico Feet are made specifically for source components like CD players, Bluray players, tuners, phono stages, and line level preamps. They also work
beautifully with DACs and other digital gear. Pangea feet help keep the
muddying effects of vibration out of your signal chain, letting you enjoy
cleaner, purer audio and video.
Features:
• Isolation feet for source components
• Made from Sorbothane visco-elastic polymer
• Proprietary shape for maximum effectiveness
• Weight Capacity: 40lbs per set of four Mega Feet
• Dimensions: 1.31″ wide, 0.875″ high

1,400.-/set
(4 pcs./set)
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Record Doctor Clean Sweep Record Brush.

1,100.-

Record Doctor Clean Sweep Record Brush.
Gently, Thoroughly Clean Your Records
Safely, gently, and thoroughly clean your records with the Record Doctor Clean Sweep record cleaning
brush. Use it dry, all by itself or with your favorite record cleaning fluid.A cleaner record is a better sounding
record. Clean Sweep's ultra-fine nylon bristles reach deep into record grooves to wick away dust and
other contaminants that get in the way of record playback. Clean Sweep has clusters of 0.05mm-diameter
ultra-fine nylon bristles with over 260,000 bristles per brush. That's lots of cleaning power! The bristles are
chemically stable and safe to use with most record cleaning solutions.
It Feels Good in Your Hand, Too
Unlike many clumsy-in-the-hand record brushes, Clean Sweep feels good to hold and use. It is exceptionally
well designed. The handle is made from polished nylon material and fits comfortably in your hand. The brush
area is sized perfectly for cleaning LPs and other records.Don't use just any record brush that may not do a
good job of cleaning. Clean Sweep your LPs the Record Doctor way and increase your record listening
enjoyment.
•Safely, thoroughly cleans your records
•Ultra-fine 0.05mm-diameter nylon bristles
•Bristle clusters provide 260,000 bristles per brush
•Use dry by itself or with your favorite record cleaning fluid
•Chemically stable bristles are safe to use with most LP cleaning solutions
•Polished nylon-material handle is sized right to feel good in your hand
•Brush area is 3.9", sized perfectly for record groove cleaning
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RECORD DOCTOR VI RECORD CLEANING MACHINE.

14,900.-

2020 Editors' Choice Award – The Absolute Sound
Major New Upgrade to the Record Doctor "For Those Who Love and Care for Their Vinyl"
The new Record Doctor VI Record Cleaning Machine is the first major upgrade to the original Record Doctor V in the
last ten years. This new machine is quieter and cleans better than all previous Record Doctor generations. And that's
saying a lot, considering that the Record Doctor has won praise the Stereophile, The Absolute Sound, and
AnalogPlanet.com.
In fact, Record Doctor was honored with a coveted Editors' Choice Award in The Absolute Sound magazine,
recommending it "for those who love and care for their vinyl but don’t want to break the bank on a cleaner… Set-up and
operation are a snap."
The Record Doctor VI is loaded with improvements to make your entire record cleaning experience better than ever
before. There are so many enhancements, they take a while to list!
Better in So Many Ways!
New additional venting reduces the unit noise level and decreases the internal heat. This upgrade has also been
installed in all newer Record Doctor V models, too. So, two generations of Record Doctors benefit from this improvement.
The Record Doctor VI boasts a machined aluminum top plate. This metal plate makes the cabinet stronger, quieter,
and more fluid resistant. It also dissipates heat better, and it looks much nicer than the old V top plate.
You'll love the new, larger injection-molded record turner. This new turner is easier to grip and turn than the record
turner on previous models. It’s also wider to completely cover the entire record label of the LP, preventing the label from
getting wet during cleaning.
Another nice enhancement is a new high-quality record brush for fluid spreading. Featuring more than 260,000 ultra-fine
nylon bristles, this brush reaches deep into record grooves to loosen stubborn grunge.
Last but not least, the Record Doctor VI comes in attractive new finishes. Choose the carbon fiber finish or high-gloss
black.
Hear the Music You've Been Missing!
Vacuum cleaning your records with the Record Doctor VI is the best way to get dirt, dust, and grime out of the grooves
and let you hear the music you've been missing. The Record Doctor VI brings a number of benefits to LP listening. It
improves the sound quality, helps your records maintain their value, and helps extend the life of your LPs.
Cleaner records sound better than dirty records. With a clean LP, your record stylus reproduces the music the way the
artist intended it to sound – instead of plaguing you with clicks, pops, surface noise, and distortion.
"The Sonic Benefits Were Noticeable"
"Overall, the Record Doctor performed even better than I expected it to. And the sonic benefits were also noticeable –
smooth sound minus the crackles, and it was goodbye to most ticks and pops thanks to less static," reports Julie Mullins
inThe Absolute Sound magazine."A worthy, easy-to-use accessory, the Record Doctor V is an effective, handy, and
affordably priced cleaning system for vinyl aficionados who would rather allocate more budget dollars to other hi-fi gear –
and to records, too (clean ones!)," Julie Mullins concludes.
Higher Value, Longer Lasting
It just makes sense that clean, well cared for records are worth more than dirty, poor sounding discs. Protect your
valuable vinyl investment with the Record Doctor VI. Vinyl discs can become so dirty that they are virtually unplayable.
According to Gerald L. Gibson, Head of the Motion Picture, Broadcasting, and Recorded Sound Division of the Library of
Congress, "Dust can become embedded permanently into the disc's grooves, causing distortion of the transmitting signal,
ticks, pops, and inferior sound quality."
If you enjoy listening to vinyl, you can hardly afford not to get a Record Doctor VI vacuum-powered record cleaner. It
not only cleans your records, but it can also help prolong their life by keeping them free of dust, dirt, and grime."I think
this compact all-in-one box is the way to go," reports Michael Fremer in his AnalogPlanet.com review. "I highly
recommend the Record Doctor V to any serious vinyl fan who's been without a vacuum machine."
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RECORD DOCTOR - SCF - STYLUS CLEANING FLUID WITH BRUSH

800.-

Keep Your Stylus in Optimum Condition and Protect Your Vinyl
You can have the cleanest vinyl record in the world. But if your phono cartridge stylus is dirty,
you’ll miss some of the music that’s hiding in the grooves. Worse than that, a very dirty stylus
could even harm your favorite recording.
The Record Doctor Stylus Cleaning Fluid is the safe and easy way to get your stylus free of dirt,
dust, and grime. Your stylus may accumulate this grunge from airborne sources or pick it up from
a dirty record. But it’s quickly removed, thanks to the fast-acting cleaning solution and the stylus
cleaning brush that’s built into the cap.
The Record Doctor Stylus Cleaning Fluid can make a huge difference in the way your turntable
system sounds. It’s one of the most affordable enhancements to good audio that a vinyl enthusiast
can make.
Technical Specifications
-Safe and effective stylus cleaning formula
-Built-in applicator brush
-Removes dust, dirt, and grime
-One small bottle lasts a long time
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RECORD DOCTOR - RXLP - RECORD CLEANING SOLUTION

16 Ounce.
1,500.-

Boost Record Cleaning Machine Performance
Boost the performance of your record cleaning machine with Record Doctor RxLP®
Cleaning Solution. The active ingredient in RxLP is a laboratory-grade industrial-strength
cleaner ideal for safely removing dust, dirt, grease, grime, mold, and other
'unmentionables' from vinyl records and LPs.
Alcohol-free RxLP is easy to use with the Record Doctor and other record cleaning
machines. There's nothing to mix. It's ready to use right out of the plastic applicator bottle.
See More
Technical Specifications
-Cleaning solution for record cleaning machines
-Alcohol-free formula
-Safe for use with all vinyl records
-Removes dust, dirt, grease, grime, and mold
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RECORD DOCTOR - RECORD CLAMP

2,000.-

Extract Maximum Performance From Your LPs
The Record Doctor Record Clamp is a useful accessory for vinyl LP fans and audiophiles alike who want
to extract maximum performance from their records. The Record Clamp tightly bonds the vinyl record to the
platter, holding the record firmly in place and improving the sound by reducing LP slippage and unwanted
resonances. The effect is especially helpful when playing a record where bass vibrations or high-frequency
resonances are an issue, when playing slightly warped records, or when recording your vinyl to a digital
computer file. Also, due to increased LP stability, a record clamp helps reduce both stylus and record wear,
extending the life of both.
Technical Specifications
- Tightly bonds the vinyl record to the platter, holding the record firmly in place
- Improves sound by reducing LP slippage and unwanted resonances
- Vital when playing slightly warped records, or when recording your vinyl to a digital
computer file
- Helps reduce both stylus and record wear, extending the life of both
- Beautifully designed and engineered
- Brass ferrule clamps tightly to most turntable spindles
- The textured aluminum knob allows for precise clamping pressure
- 4mm overall height fits most popular turntables*
- Choose black non-resonant phenolic body or clear non-resonant acrylic body
- Dimensions: 3” diameter x 1-¾” height (when tightened on record spindle)
- Weight: 196 grams (6.9 ounces)
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